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l) (a) An induction motor-has the torque spe•.;d~characteristic given by Td=Aro N-m and 
the load torque is expressed as Td=Bro2 N-m, v,rhere, A and B are positive real numbers 
·and ro is the speed in rad/sec. Determine the corresponding equilibrium speeds and 
evaluate their steady state stability with proper. mathematical justification. (3] 
(b) Mathematically show, how stator current can be used to estimate the slip frequency if 
the voltage applied at the terminals of the squirrel- cage induction motor maintains a 
constant v/f ratio. With relevent block digram,. show, how this estimated slip frequency 
can be used to improve the speed regulation of an open loop v/f control drive. ~ 
(c) Compare the input fundamental power factors of two converter sets both outputting 
0.5 pu voltage. The first set is a single converter and the second set is a combination of 
two converters in cascade. ~] 
(d) From the coupled circuit viewpoint derive the expression for the rotational voltages in 
the armature of a de separately excited mach,ine with the brushes in the magnetic ~eutral 
axis. [~ 

2) A 3-phase, 6 ?Ole, SOP..z, slip-ring induction machine has rotor resistance of 0.20 and 
equivalent leakage reactance of 10 referred to the stator side at 50Hz. The stator
resistance and magnetizing current can be neglected. The motor drives a load at 4% slip 
when supplied with rated voltage and frequeiicy (50Hz). The load torque is prop~rtional 
to the square of the speed. u 
(a) What resistance must be inserted in each phase of the rotor winding to run the load at 
850rpm. [4] 
(b) If the motor is controlled using the con~~ant v/f method without inserting any rotor 
resistance, then what will be the frequency .of the applied voltage to run the motor at 
850rpm speed. [3] 
(c) Calculate the efficiency of the motor at beth (a) and (b) operating conditions. (2] 

1) A 1-phase fully controlled converter supplied from 230 V 50 Hz ac source drives a 
200V, 1400 rpm 75 A, separately excited de motor having armature resistance 0.05 ohm 
and inductance 0.005 H. 
(a) Estimate if the current is continuous when the motor runs at 1000 rpm (choose trigger 

~~~ ~ 
(b) Find a at that speed for motor rated torque if current is assumed continuous [ 4] 




